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These are easy to say, but hard to execute. Most companies believe that they’re 
customer focused—and in many ways, most are. But distilling that intention down 
to an actionable plan can be overwhelming at best. That’s because customers have 
numerous touchpoints along multiple transaction paths, and they often span various 
departments and business functions. Understanding where your company is in its 
journey toward customer-centric operations is essential to understanding the most 
effective next steps.

If you’re in the middle of tracking the customer journey or have already instituted 
company-wide directives, you can use this self-assessment to understand which 
areas may be lacking. From there, you can launch down the path to delivering 
consistent and excellent experiences that improve profitability, employee satisfaction, 
and company reputation. 

Check only one box for each question, then check the results area of this piece 
to find out what your score of mostly A’s, B’s, C’s, or D’s actually means for your 
company and the work that’s yet to be done. 

Introduction

The customer comes first.
The customer is always right.
We live to serve our customers.

"

"
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How thoroughly do you profile who your customers are and what they do?

Questions
Understanding

How often do you analyze customer profiles against their purchase records?

We just have the contact information that’s necessary for a sale
We know a little bit more than name, phone number, and email address
We have the customer’s major demographics like location, age, industry/job title, income
We have the customer’s major demographics as well as their preferences and behaviors

We never analyze profiles against purchase history
Sometimes we do when a particular need comes up
We do at a few strategic points throughout the year
We continually monitor this, and we run reports before any strategic company initiatives begin

How well do you understand where your customers spend their time when they are not 
engaging with your product or services? (This can be online or in person)

We have no idea
We make educated guesses based on general research
We pay an outsourced research firm to provide us with market data
We poll our customer base in various ways through several feedback points

How well do you understand your customers’ knowledge of and interest in your industry? 
(Jargon and acronyms, inner workings, partnerships, etc.)

This is not a concern for us
We assume that our customers understand what we’re talking about because they engaged 
with us
We understand a lot about a few of our most responsive customers
We check in with our customers at different points throughout sales and customer service 
processes
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How completely have you mapped the customer journey from entry point to exit point?

Listening

How often do you update the customer journey map?

We have never done this
We started to do this once or a few times, but never completed it
We have a map, but it has some gaps and/or assumptions 
We have a thorough map that includes every customer touchpoint

We don’t have a map
We keep intending to, but other more important initiatives take priority
We tweak it if any big discoveries are made and/or if there is time
We regularly reassess it based on feedback from the employees who directly engage the 
customers

How well are your departmental leaders aware of the customer journey map?

We don’t have a map
The map is only used and maintained by one department or team
A few of our leaders know about the map, and they occasionally have it in their view
All of our leaders are aware of and keep an eye on the map

How often do you provide feedback loops for your customers? (Including satisfaction 
surveys, product/project reviews, one-to-one check-ins, etc.)

We do not have any mechanisms for feedback
We send out a survey once a year
We ask for feedback a few strategic times a year
We provide opportunities after each key transaction point
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How well do you understand your customers’ ranking of you among your competitors?

This is not a concern for us
We know what Google tells us when we search for competitors in our industry
We make assumptions based on information in our win/loss sales reports
We poll our customers after sales and/or customer service transactions

A
B
C
D
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What kind of data warehousing or manual systems hold your customer profiling and feedback 
data?

Tracking

How well do you track frustrated customers?

None, it’s all in our salespeople’s heads and computers
In a few different company-owned locations that we can regularly access
In a single company-owned location, but it’s in different types of documents from various 
sources
In a centralized location that is always accessible with a standardized data structure

We don’t track frustrated customers, we just deal with them
We only track them if the account or customer service rep reports it to their manager
All employees have the ability to capture this in a centralized system
This type of information must be tracked in order to resolve issues

How well do you track the speed at which you find agreeable solutions for frustrated 
customers?

We don’t know/care about the speed we solve problems
We ask our sales and customer service people how quickly they feel like issues are resolved 
and if any are outstanding
We track ticket/resolution time, but not success rates or solution efficacy
We track time against repeated issues and customer feedback

How thoroughly do you have CX (customer experience) metrics and/or KPIs (key performance 
indicators) in place?

We do not have any CX-related metrics
We have a few, but they aren’t regularly calculated or watched/used
We have some, but their definitions and results are used by independent teams 
We have strategic metrics that departmental leadership agrees on and watches as a group
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How many departments or areas do your metrics focus on?

We don’t have any CX-related metrics
Only one or two (like customer service or sales)
Most of our departments are represented in the metrics
Every department has strategic metrics that roll up to the overall KPIs
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How well do you track customer retention metrics?

How well do you understand your top service performers based on CX?

We don’t track customer retention or repeat business
We are aware when a customer leaves us or purchases only one time, but there’s nothing to 
be done about it
We have metrics that we report on and react to a few times a year
Our customer retention metrics are clearly defined, continuously watched, and strategically 
responded to

We do not track performance against CX
We track performance but not in a way that shows us who performs the best
We track our best performers, but the information is just FYI
We track our best performers on a regular cadence, and we have action plans in place when 
they are identified

How well can you report on your customer’s feedback?

We do not gather customer feedback
Feedback is in many locations and we can’t report on all of it
We create customer feedback reports when asked for, but they take time to create
Our system automatically generates customer feedback reports for us

How much do you trust the accuracy of the customer data that you have?

We don’t have customer data beyond contact information
It’s outdated and/or collected badly so we don’t really trust it
Some or most of it is accurate so we report with some gaps
We trust our data and the reports that we generate from it
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How enabled are customers to update their own data?

There is no way for customers to proactively update their information
They can have us update it by calling or emailing in a request
They can only update it during a new sales or customer service process
They can update their own information on demand 
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Do you have the necessary tools in place for internal collaboration and communication so 
teams can quickly provide context to each other?

We don’t have any tools other than email, phone, and yelling across the office
We have one or two beyond the standard toolsets but not everyone uses them
We have tools that everyone uses, but they are siloed from our customer data systems
We have collaboration and communication tools that integrate fully with our customer data 
warehouse
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How easily can your service workers and account reps proactively provide solutions to 
customers by tracking their progress?

We don’t track customers’ engagement or needs in order to do this
Our workers can’t proactively monitor the progress of a customer’s journey, so they find out 
what a customer needs when the customer asks
The customer’s journey can be tracked, but there are no indicators that help a worker 
determine when they should reach out
The customer’s progress is tracked, and different flags raise over time that tell a worker when 
they need to reach out
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How easy do you make it for a customer to purchase your products or services?

Self-Serving

How are customers able to purchase and renew/buy again?

We don’t have any idea how easy or hard our customers perceive the process to be
It requires a lengthy discovery process first or it’s a manual exercise for the customer
It’s a somewhat automated process but there are manual elements that add a little time
It’s as automated as our sales in our industry can be

Customers can only call or email us
Purchases can be made online, but they require follow up calls or emails before they can be 
completed
Purchases can be made online, but renewals require customers to call or email us
Purchases and renewals can be made online and require no human interaction if the customer 
prefers 
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How are customers able to monitor the status of their purchase?

Customers aren’t able to monitor their purchase status
Customers must actively reach out for the status by calling or emailing
Customers receive periodic email updates with status updates
Customer can view the status of the purchase in real-time and on demand

A
B
C
D

How much do you actively support empathy in the service process? (Like recognizing when a 
customer is frustrated, walking through the customer’s experience with them, etc.)

Training

We don’t have any idea how our reps handle problems aside from fixing them
We let our service reps handle our customers the way they like
We educate our service reps about how to handle customers with empathy, but we don’t 
enforce it
We make sure that all of our service reps handle any problems with empathy by educating 
them and monitoring their service
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Are customers able to proactively view your inventory so they do not attempt to order 
something that isn’t available?

There is no way for a customer to understand the availability of a product or service because our 
customer engagement team doesn’t understand availability 
Customers must call or email us for availability 
Customers can view availability but it’s sometimes incorrect because we must manually update it
Customers can see the real-time availability of any product or service we offer at any time

A
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Are customers able to view their current pricing and future pricing if they renew/buy again (if 
applicable)?

There is no way for customers to find out pricing without entering the sales process
Customers must contact us for current pricing 
Customers can proactively see current pricing, but they have no view into any pricing changes 
should they want to purchase again
Customers can proactively view both their current pricing and any future pricing changes 
without engaging directly with an employee
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How much does active listening and empathy take focus in your service employee onboarding 
training?

We only train our employees on the tools they use
We leave it up to the manager to mention it when it’s appropriate
We have some reading materials about it which the employee should absorb
Active listening techniques and showing empathy are formal parts of an employee’s onboarding 
training

How much is service quality and CX a part of your employee onboarding process for service 
team workers?

We only train our employees on the tools they use
We leave it up to the manager to mention quality and experience when it’s appropriate
We have some reading materials about it which the employee should absorb
Expectations around service quality and the customer experience are formal parts of an 
employee’s onboarding training

How much is service quality and CX a part of your employee onboarding process for non-
service team workers?

We do not train non-service team workers on service quality and customer experience
We leave it up to the manager to mention it to non-service team workers when it’s appropriate
We have some reading materials about it which all employees are required to absorb
Expectations around service quality and the customer experience are formal parts of all non-
service worker’s onboarding training
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Mostly A’s Mostly B’s Mostly C’s Mostly D’s

Did you select mostly A’s, mostly B’s, mostly C’s, or mostly D’s? Click on your result below to 
read a little about the implications and next steps that your score suggests:

Results

D
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Mostly A’s
The good news is that there’s nowhere to go but up! Since you took this 
assessment, you certainly have one mind (or maybe even a few) that’s considering 
the customer experience, which is a perfect place to start. Perhaps your organization 
has even taken a few small steps toward improvements, but for whatever reason, it’s 
having trouble laying the foundation necessary to make meaningful decisions and 
advancements. 

Now is the time to start the internal conversations that lead to leadership investment. 
Every action that a company takes is ultimately tied to revenue (people need 
paychecks and the lights need to be kept on), so it can be most effective to begin 
there. Since North American business philosophy is shifting toward customer 
experience as one of the primary focuses, more and more data is available to prove 
the relationship between customer experience and company growth. If your leadership 
team appreciates facts and data, then using a source like Forbes might help catch 
their attention. If a shift seems overwhelming, then focusing on small steps that can 
begin to make an impact will help make the efforts seem manageable. Whatever the 
tactic you take, keep in mind that repetition is the key to inciting change, so asking 
once then dropping the subject will likely not get anyone anywhere.

Once leadership’s commitment is established, ensuring that you have the correct 
tools to build a technical foundation is imperative. As you probably noticed, many of 
the questions you answered focused on tracking and reporting. This is because you 
cannot understand where you need to go if you don’t understand where you are. 
Having reliable communication and collaboration tools are an important beginning 
for fundamental business activities. Beyond that, establishing a single customer data 
warehouse that hooks into your operational systems is key to not only understanding 
your customer base, but also to acting upon the data. After all, data is nothing without 
interpretation that leads to action. This may sound like a monumental undertaking, but 
as alluded to above, identifying and taking small steps can lead to big changes. Take 
hold of your new commitments by seeking out technologies that center on shepherding 
your relationships with your customers. If you’re thinking long-term, engaging with a 
business software analyst can help bring objectivity and focus into the hunt. These 
professionals are paid to understand your needs and goals, then search for the right 
technological match. Its highly recommended that whether you use an internal or 
external resource that you always keep the customer experience at the core of your 
requirements. That way it will eventually be an inexorable part of your company’s daily 
activities.

Go back
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Mostly B’s
As a group, it’s likely that your leadership team understands that 
customer experience is important and needs focus. If that’s true, then 
you’ve already made it past the first major hurdle. Maybe the commitment they share 
is only a verbal one at this stage, or there hasn’t been time to build an actionable plan. 
Regardless of the reason, the emphasis on customer experience stalled, and the few 
steps that were taken now have little to no follow through. 

You probably don’t need to go fully back to the drawing board, but if a substantial 
amount of time has passed since steps were made, then it would be wise to refocus 
leadership back on its commitment. Many organizations find that huge strides are 
more quickly realized by appointing and authorizing a Customer Experience Office 
(CXO) or a similar role. Regardless of who is responsible for it, make sure your 
customer journey map is still accurate by reconnecting with each stakeholder, then 
match the steps you were able to take against the map. At this point, you should 
see where the gaps and opportunities lie. The keyword to keep in mind as you look 
for actionable points is “formalization.” Creating repeatable, dependable processes 
goes a long way to both guiding your employees and reinforcing that the customer’s 
experience must be top of mind. Calling out specific CX areas in team calls, one-one-
one management meetings, and in annual reviews is essential to communicate to 
your employees that this focus is of the highest priority. Giving them the autonomy to 
monitor their progress as well as make decisions that can improve their customers’ 
satisfaction builds trust and allows your front-line workers to react with confidence and 
pride. The goal is for these outlooks to be absorbed by the customer which enriches 
their attitude about your company. 

Conversations and empowerment can only get you so far without trackable data that 
provides a single source of reliable truth. A singularly excellent customer experience 
can be undermined in an instant if the next service or account rep doesn’t have 
accurate information about the customer’s interactions. And management will have no 
idea how to emphasize particularly successful processes if they don’t know what they 
are. You need to ensure that your current toolsets work together to not only provide the 
biggest picture possible; they also need to usher people through the different areas of 
the customer journey and enable your workforce to proactively engage with customers 
at key points. This may seem like a lot but start by evaluating your current foundational 
systems like email, collaboration tools, and customer data warehouses. Drive toward 
reducing the number of systems your workforce relies on, or toward opening windows 
into related data from within the system they use most often. This will speed up both 
adoption and knowledge sharing. Many times, companies reach out to a technology 
partner either before these steps are completed or while they are in motion. To save 
yourself time, money, and potential missteps that can lead to more of both, ensure this 
diligence is done and signed off by your leadership and stakeholders first, then start 
asking for demos and RFPs.

Go back
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Mostly C’s
You’re in an exciting place: development. You have philosophical and 
financial commitment from leadership, and they stand behind the CX focus, though 
they don’t always communicate it. Your stakeholders are responsible for their team’s 
contributions, but they don’t always enforce the activities that are necessary for reliable 
tracking and uniformity. You made strides with your technology which now guides 
portions of the customer experience, but your workers and middle management still 
struggle with manual work. There are many reasons to pat yourself on the back, but 
there’s still a lot of work to do.

Now is the time to work on consistency and follow through. If your company doesn’t 
have a Customer Experience Officer (CXO) or similar role in place, make that a priority, 
and empower them with the authority to safeguard these two aspects. The interesting 
thing about consistency is that it can be its own flag: signaling to management that 
there is a breakdown somewhere. Of course, issues with consistency most certainly 
can come down to human behavior, such as change aversion. But it’s more likely that 
breaks in consistency fall in other controllable categories like communication and ease 
of execution (these can be just as possible from the top down and they are from the 
bottom up). When a repeated inconsistency is identified, interview your workers. Dig 
down to the essential reasons that process breaks happen. Be your own physician 
and treat the core illness, not just the symptoms. It important not to underestimate 
that you’re still building trust with the front-line workers who must perform according 
to your company’s focus. Return to principal roles for the additional commitment to 
follow through on their promises: closing internal feedback loops, publicly recognizing 
leaders, and adhering to an improvement schedule. When lower-level workers feel 
consistency from the levels above them, they trust that the focus won’t slip away given 
enough time and they’re more like to behave similarly.

This is an optimal time to engage with a technology partner that understands your 
current focuses and long-term goals, and who can help you create a phased plan to 
achieve them. Your tools are your armor against poor customer experiences, so you 
must make sure they fit together as seamlessly as possible and protect your army 
(workers) from missteps. You have customer relationship systems in place, so work 
on quick and effort-free movement from your data systems to your communication 
platforms. Watch each department’s interactions with your customers and identify 
when an employee slows or stops their progress to find information, then see about 
visualizing that information when and where your workers and leaders actually need 
it. It’s surprising how much can be done without formally integrating your systems, so 
pinpoint the most important data and what your workforce is doing when they begin 
hunting. This is the perfect spot to begin investigating the IT possibilities. Once you 
remove the end user’s technology obstacles, more time can be spent on incentivizing. 

Go back
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Mostly D’s
It’s surprising that you’re taking this self-assessment in the first 
place! Your customers are already enjoying effortless and solution-oriented 
interactions with your company, and they’re probably telling you about it. Even 
employees who are not customer-facing are involved in the customer experience 
and their managers regularly congratulate leaders. Your organization’s primary roles 
and management levels have reliable, easy to consume reports that help them avoid 
steering off path. All in all, it’s a hearty “Congratulations to you” when it comes to your 
singular focus, the time and financial dedication, and communicating it all to your 
workforce.

Your company is squarely in ‘monitor and correct’ mode which is an empowering 
place to be. You obviously understand that the marketplace is expecting an elevated 
experience when they choose to purchase from you. But don’t underestimate how 
quickly you can veer off track by focusing entirely on walking the line in front of you 
and losing sight of when it turns. Rely on your Customer Experience Officer (CXO) or 
similar role to track marketplace trends so they can assess your company’s current 
stance and react accordingly. Continue to place importance on training, reinforcing, 
and incentivizing your workforce to keep the customer experience in the forefront of 
their minds. Since you’ve already found some success, increase profitability by turning 
from building to optimizing. Look to eradicating time-wasting gaps, visualizing more 
complete pictures, highlighting CX in your culture, and evolving leadership’s ability to 
inspire the workforce. 

When it comes to your technology, optimization is key to reducing your overall costs 
and ensuring you stay competitive as business evolves. Now is the time to find a long-
term technology partner who understands your foundational systems and can help 
you architect a holistic environment that your company and customers can grow with. 
Though your technology is working for your leadership and employees, advancements 
are releasing all the time that are just as available to your competitors as they are to 
you. To maintain your edge, you must stay up to date on your technology as well as 
your processes. Make sure you safeguard your technological health by maintaining 
an upgrade/update schedule and staying abreast of new connection opportunities that 
proactively incite your workers and your customers to self-serve as much as possible. 

Go back
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